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Overview

• The paper introduces a method based on path language modeling to 
induce Event Graph Schema.

• To evaluate the effectiveness of the induction method, the paper proposes
two intrinsic evaluation metrics.

• To further demonstrate the quality of the induced event graph schema, 
they use them to improve their Joint Information Extraction system (i.e., 
OneIE).



Event Graph Schema Induction



Path Language Model

Pretraining data: extracted paths from event instance graphs obtained by either golden or

predicted IE graphs.



Path Language Model

Pretraining tasks:

+ Next path-element prediction.

+ Neighbor path prediction (all orders are considered):

> Positive pairs: paths from the same event instance graph.

> Negative pairs: paths from different event instance graphs, however, with the same event types.



Scheme Graph Construction

Rank and select top K percent paths

Extract
all paths



Scheme Graph Construction

• Given two event types and , we first retrieve all related paths connecting these two types

• For each path in , we compute the following score:

Where captures salience and coherence of the path

And captures how frequently this path is paired with other paths:

• Next, we select top K percent paths and merge them:

+ Nodes of the same type into a single node.

+ Edges are directly reused (loops are allowed)



Evaluate on intrinsic metrics

• After pretraining a path language model, we use the ranking method to induce a set of event
scheme graphs .

• Given a set of golden event instance graphs . The quality of the induced scheme graphs is
evaluated by two metrics:

+ Instance Coverage.

+ Instance Coherence.



Instance Coverage

• Instance graphs can be considered as partially instantiated graph schema.

• "Instance Coverage" evaluates how well an event scheme graph can capture the structures in 
instance graphs.

• Given an instance graph and a scheme graph , the interesection between the 
two graph is evaluated by:

• Precision, Recall are then computed as:



Instance Coherence

• A coherent schema should have the maximal number of matched instance graphs

• from a single document, but with the minimal number of matched graphs connecting two
event instances from different documents.

Where indicates whether an instance graph is between event instances from the 
same document or not.



Performance on intrinsic task

• Dataset: ACE2005. Train/dev/test split follows OneIE's split.



Performance on intrinsic task

Instance Coverage



Performance on intrinsic task

Instance Coherence



Apply to Joint IE

• Replacing the global feature vectors with path-based vectors.

• Each dimension of the feature vector indicates whether the corresponding path appears.



Performance on ACE2005


